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Curriculum Assessment Tool 
Evaluating and Implementing Sex Education Curriculum  
February 2007 

 
 
This tool is designed to serve as a guide for teachers, administrators, students, parents, and members of the community 
working to ensure that the sex education curriculum being taught meets high standards for content and focus.  For more 
information on using this tool, contact Vivian Barrett at 312-427-4460 x228 or vivian@icah.org.  
 
Title:        Author:     
 
Publisher:      Availability of teacher training (Y/N): 
 
Year developed:       Latest revision:      
 
Grade level(s):       Length (# of lessons/period of time):  
 
Areas of focus:       Cost:  
Note: * meets Illinois state law requirements for Sex Education 
          † meets health learning standards of the Illinois State Board of Education 
 

Overall Standards Does this meet? Explain your response 

 *Age-appropriate _____Meets               ____Does not meet  

 *Medically accurate _____Meets               ____Does not meet  

 Does not teach or promote 
religion  

_____Meets               ____Does not meet  

 Stresses the value of abstinence 
while not ignoring those 
adolescents who have had or 
who are having sexual 
intercourse 

_____Meets               ____Does not meet  

 Encourages family 
communication about sexuality 
among parents, other adult 
household members, and 
children 

_____Meets               ____Does not meet  

 Develops the knowledge and 
skills necessary to ensure and 
protect young people with 
respect to their sexual and 
reproductive health 

_____Meets               ____Does not meet  

 Develops healthy attitudes 
concerning growth and 
development, body image, 
gender roles, sexual 
orientation, and other 
subjects 

_____Meets               ____Does not meet  
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Pregnancy & Parenting Options 

Please check if addressed Rate the level of discussion on the topic below Explain your response 
 *†Basics of conception, 

pregnancy and birth ___Doesn’t discuss        ___Discusses inaccurately 

___Discussion limited   ____Discusses thoroughly 

 

 Abortion ___Doesn’t discuss        ___Discusses inaccurately 

___Discussion limited   ____Discusses thoroughly 

 

 *Adoption ___Doesn’t discuss        ___Discusses inaccurately 

___Discussion limited   ____Discusses thoroughly 

 

 Other pregnancy options ___Doesn’t discuss        ___Discusses inaccurately 

___Discussion limited   ____Discusses thoroughly 

 

 *Parenting responsibilities ___Doesn’t discuss        ___Discusses inaccurately 

___Discussion limited   ____Discusses thoroughly 
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Contraception & Pregnancy/STI Prevention 

Please check if addressed Rate the level of discussion on the topic below Explain your response 
 *Abstinence is the only sure 

way to avoid pregnancy and 
sexually transmitted infections 
(STIs)  

___Doesn’t discuss        ___Discusses inaccurately 

___Discussion limited   ____Discusses thoroughly 

 

 Accurate information about 
proper use of all forms of 
contraceptives and barrier 
methods  

___Doesn’t discuss        ___Discusses inaccurately 

___Discussion limited   ____Discusses thoroughly 

 

 Accurate information about 
the health benefits and side 
effects of all forms of 
contraceptives and barrier 
methods 

___Doesn’t discuss        ___Discusses inaccurately 

___Discussion limited   ____Discusses thoroughly 

 

 Accurate information about the 
effectiveness of all forms of 
contraceptives and barrier 
methods at preventing 
pregnancy and reducing the risk 
of contracting STIs 

 

___Doesn’t discuss        ___Discusses inaccurately 

___Discussion limited   ____Discusses thoroughly 

 

 How and where to obtain 
barrier methods of 
contraception 

___Doesn’t discuss        ___Discusses inaccurately 

___Discussion limited   ____Discusses thoroughly 

 

 How and where to obtain 
hormonal methods of 
contraception 

___Doesn’t discuss        ___Discusses inaccurately 

___Discussion limited   ____Discusses thoroughly 

 

 Where to get health-related 
services ___Doesn’t discuss        ___Discusses inaccurately 

___Discussion limited   ____Discusses thoroughly 

 

 *Transmission and symptoms 
of HIV/AIDS ___Doesn’t discuss        ___Discusses inaccurately 

___Discussion limited   ____Discusses thoroughly 

 

 *Transmission and symptoms 
of other STIs  ___Doesn’t discuss        ___Discusses inaccurately 

___Discussion limited   ____Discusses thoroughly 

 

 Where to go to get tested for 
pregnancy and STIs ___Doesn’t discuss        ___Discusses inaccurately 

___Discussion limited   ____Discusses thoroughly 

 

 Methods for being tested for 
pregnancy and STIs ___Doesn’t discuss        ___Discusses inaccurately 

___Discussion limited   ____Discusses thoroughly 

 

 Rights and options available 
to individuals when getting 
tested 

___Doesn’t discuss        ___Discusses inaccurately 

___Discussion limited   ____Discusses thoroughly 
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Human Growth & Development 
Please check if addressed Rate the level of discussion on the topic below Explain your response 
 *†Reproductive anatomy  ___Doesn’t discuss        ___Discusses inaccurately 

___Discussion limited   ____Discusses thoroughly 

 

 †Developing and maintaining 
a healthy body image  ___Doesn’t discuss        ___Discusses inaccurately 

___Discussion limited   ____Discusses thoroughly 

 

 Developing healthy attitudes 
towards the range of gender 
roles and identity 

___Doesn’t discuss        ___Discusses inaccurately 

___Discussion limited   ____Discusses thoroughly 

 

 Homosexuality and sexual 
orientation ___Doesn’t discuss        ___Discusses inaccurately 

___Discussion limited   ____Discusses thoroughly 

 

 †Physical, biological, and 
hormonal changes of 
adolescent and subsequent 
stages of human maturation 

___Doesn’t discuss        ___Discusses inaccurately 

___Discussion limited   ____Discusses thoroughly 

 

 †Promotes self-esteem  ___Doesn’t discuss        ___Discusses inaccurately 

___Discussion limited   ____Discusses thoroughly 
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Communication, Responsibility, Relationships, and Social Pressures 

Please check if addressed Rate the level of discussion on the topic below Explain your response 
 *Potential emotional impact 

of sexual activity ___Doesn’t discuss        ___Discusses inaccurately 

___Discussion limited   ____Discusses thoroughly 

 

 *Potential social 
consequences of sexual 
activity 

___Doesn’t discuss        ___Discusses inaccurately 

___Discussion limited   ____Discusses thoroughly 

 

 How to deal with the pressure 
to have sex            

                                                             
___Doesn’t discuss        ___Discusses inaccurately 

___Discussion limited   ____Discusses thoroughly 

 

 Promotes parent-student 
communication ___Doesn’t discuss        ___Discusses inaccurately 

___Discussion limited   ____Discusses thoroughly 

 

 †Provides examples of and 
practice with communication, 
negotiation, and refusal skills 

___Doesn’t discuss        ___Discusses inaccurately 

___Discussion limited   ____Discusses thoroughly 

 

 Media influence ___Doesn’t discuss        ___Discusses inaccurately 

___Discussion limited   ____Discusses thoroughly 

 

 *How alcohol and drugs can 
affect responsible decision-
making  

___Doesn’t discuss        ___Discusses inaccurately 

___Discussion limited   ____Discusses thoroughly 

 

 Specific involvement and 
responsibility of males and 
females in sexual decision-
making 

___Doesn’t discuss        ___Discusses inaccurately 

___Discussion limited   ____Discusses thoroughly 

 

 †Healthy life skills including 
goal-setting, decision-
making, negotiation, 
communication, and stress 
management  

___Doesn’t discuss        ___Discusses inaccurately 

___Discussion limited   ____Discusses thoroughly 

 

 *How to reduce risk of 
potential unwanted verbal, 
physical and sexual advances  

___Doesn’t discuss        ___Discusses inaccurately 

___Discussion limited   ____Discusses thoroughly 

 

 *How to NOT make unwanted 
verbal, physical and sexual 
advances  

___Doesn’t discuss        ___Discusses inaccurately 

___Discussion limited   ____Discusses thoroughly 
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Communication, Responsibility, Relationships, and Social Pressures (Continued) 
 (?)What to do if someone has 

been sexually assaulted ___Doesn’t discuss        ___Discusses inaccurately 

___Discussion limited   ____Discusses thoroughly 

 

 †Promotes positive 
interpersonal and relationship 
skills, including platonic, 
romantic, intimate, and family 
relationships and interaction  

___Doesn’t discuss        ___Discusses inaccurately 

___Discussion limited   ____Discusses thoroughly 

 

 Explores students’ personal 
and cultural values regarding 
sexual decision-making 

___Doesn’t discuss        ___Discusses inaccurately 

___Discussion limited   ____Discusses thoroughly 

 

 *Explores legal and personal 
dynamics of age differentials 
in non-platonic relationships 

___Doesn’t discuss        ___Discusses inaccurately 

___Discussion limited   ____Discusses thoroughly 

 

 
Illinois State Law Requirements for Sex Education NOT Addressed in Curriculum Assessment Tool 
 
Illinois School Code regarding Sex Education (105 ICLS 5/27_9.1) 
Teach “honor and respect for monogamous heterosexual marriage” 
Emphasize abstinence until marriage  
Instruction on Abandoned Newborn Infant Protection Act (325 ICLS 2/)  
      
Critical Health Problems and Comprehensive Health Education Act (105 ICLS 110/) 
 Elementary and Secondary Schools 
Abstinence Until Marriage 
 
Grades 6-12 
Public and Environmental Health 
Consumer Health  
Safety and Disaster Survival 
Mental Health and illness 
Personal Health Habits 
Tobacco 
Nutrition 
Dental Health  
Instruction on Abandoned Newborn Infant Protection Act (325 ICLS 2/) 
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Are there obstacles that will affect implementation? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Brainstorm resolutions to overcome the barriers listed above. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Has this curriculum been scientifically evaluated? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Overall thoughts: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


